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Status of the Registration Convention
u

u

As of 14 November 2014, there are 62 States Parties and 4
Signatory States:
u Algeria, Antigua and Barbuda, Argentina, Australia, Austria,
Belarus, Belgium, Brazil, Bulgaria, Burundi (Signature only),
Canada, Chile, China, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Cyprus,
Czech Republic, Democratic People’s Republic of Korea,
Denmark, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, India,
Indonesia, Islamic Republic of Iran (S), Italy, Japan,
Kazakhstan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Libya, Liechtenstein,
Lithuania, Mexico, Mongolia, Montenegro, Morocco,
Netherlands, Nicaragua (S), Niger, Nigeria, Norway,
Pakistan, Peru, Poland, Qatar, Republic of Korea, Russian
Federation, Saint Vincent and the Grenadines, Saudi Arabia,
Serbia, Seychelles, Singapore (S), Slovakia, South Africa,
Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, Ukraine, United Arab
Emirates, United Kingdom, United States, Uruguay.
Three international intergovernmental organizations have
declared their acceptance of rights and obligations:
u European Space Agency (ESA);
u European Organization for the Exploitation of Meteorological
Satellites (EUMETSAT);
u European Telecommunications Satellite Organization
(EUTELSAT-IGO).
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Function of the United Nations Register on Objects
Launched into Outer Space

Preamble:
u

u

u

u

u

OST (Art VI and VIII); ARRA (Art 5); LIAB (general);
To make provision for the national registration by launching
States of objects launched into outer space;
To serve as a central register of objects launched into outer
space (established and maintained on mandatory basis);
To provide for State parties additional means and procedures
to assist in the identification of space objects;
No distinction between civil and military space objects
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Some figures
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“Resolution Register” established in 1961 in accordance with GA
resolution 1721 B (XVI) of 20 December 1961. To date 427 documents
issued containing registration data on nearly 6,000 space objects (series
A/AC.105/INF/…)
“Convention Register” established in 1976 under the Registration
Convention. To date 730 documents issued containing registration data
on nearly 8,000 space objects (series ST/SG/SER.E/…).
Since 1957, over 40,000 space objects have been tracked in Earth orbit or
beyond. Over 7,000 “functional” (satellites, probes, manned spacecraft
and space station components). Remaining “non-functional” (rocket
boosters, shrouds and detached components or other residual
components resulting from the launch, operation or termination of the
space object). Presently, approximately 3,900 functional or previously
functional space objects remain in Earth orbit or beyond (less than 1000
active).
24 States Parties to REG have notified the Secretary-General of the
establishment of national registries. ESA and EUMETSAT have also
notified.
The following States have used OOSA registration template: Algeria,
Austria, Azerbaijan, China, Denmark, Germany, Japan, Poland, South
Africa, Sweden, Turkey and the United Kingdom. ESA also uses the
template.
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Application of the Registration Convention

u

Practice:
Information on space objects can be broken down into three
classes: 1) Information on all space objects, including non-functional
objects and objects that are generated during and after launch. This
includes objects generated through impacts, explosions; 2)
Information on functional objects and non-functional objects (such
as third-stages) that are produced during or just after launch. They
do not include information on objects created after the launch
phase; 3) Information on functional objects only.
u

u

Registration of launcher and “foreign” objects (payload)

Status of objects (information on active de-orbiting, decaying
objects, change of status (ownership, jurisdiction and control)
u

Complementary nature of resolution register and convention
register;
u
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Examples of current registration practice of
“launcher” States
China: Registers functional objects only. Sometimes registers objects built and/or
launched by China on behalf of foreign client. Uses OOSA registration template.
France: Registers functional objects, upper stages and payload adapters from the
launch vehicle. Does not register foreign space objects. Mentions the launch of
foreign space objects in its submissions. Does not use OOSA template, but
provides comparable information as recommended in resolution 62/101.
India: Registers functional objects and upper stages of launch vehicles. Does not
register foreign space objects.
Japan: Registers functional objects only. Does not register foreign space objects.
Uses OOSA template.
Russian Federation: Registers functional objects only. Does not register foreign
space objects. Mentions such objects in its submissions.
USA: Registers functional objects and upper stages and some secondary objects
deriving from the launch. Prior to 2008 registered all its objects in orbit deriving
from a launch, including new objects tracked from break-ups of previously
registered space objects. Does not register foreign space objects. Does not use
OOSA template, but provides comparable information as recommended in
resolution 62/101.
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LSC WG on registration practice: Concerns
u

u

u

u

u

The United Nations Register of Objects Launched into Outer Space
is the sole source of information provided by governments and
international organization on all types of space objects.
All States involved in the launching or operation of space objects
should be party to the Registration Convention.
Where a space object’s launch and operation involves several
States, parties should determine who is the State of Registry.
Change of ownership of a space object in orbit.
Use of common format of information assists the function of the
Register:
u
u
u
u

u

Use COSPAR International Designator.
Use GMT/UTC.
Use kilometers, minutes and degrees as standard units.
Final operational orbit of a space object.

Additional information that would be useful to facilitate the
maintenance of the Register:
u
u
u
u

GSO location.
Date of decay/re-entry based on GMT/UTC.
Web-link to official information on space object.
Notification when a space object is no longer “functional”/moved to
graveyard orbit
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Outcome of WG on NSL

•“Regulative categories – set of elements for consideration by States in
enacting national space legislation”
•Scope of application; authorization and licensing; safety; continuing
supervision of activities of non-governmental entities; registration;
liability and insurance; transfer of ownership or control of space objects
in orbit
Registration element
•Corresponding instruments: Articles VIII and XI of OST; articles II and
IV of REG; GA resolutions 1721 B and 62/101. Elements for
consideration: Establishment of appropriate registry at the national
level; obligation to submit information to the competent authority;
submission of data to the Secretary-General
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